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such a solution u(t) — («„(/)), compute the value of each un(t) by straightforward
integration, and show that the sequence (un(t))n^0 does not tend to 0 for / & 0.)
6. (a) The notations being those of Section 10.4, let / be analytic in I x H if K = C,
locally lipschitzian in I x H if K = R. Let I0 be an open ball of center f0 and radius a,
contained in I, and S an open ball of center x0 and radius r, contained in H. Let h(s, z)
be a continuous function defined in [0, a[ x [0, r[ <= R2, such that h(s, z) ^ 0 and that,
for every sg [0, a[, the function z-^h(s9 z) is increasing in [0, r[. Suppose that: (1)
||/(r, x)IK h(\t~ tQ\, \\x — x0 II) in I0 x S; (2) there exists an interval [0, a] with
a < a, and a function <p, which is a primitive of a regulated function <pf in [0, a], and
is such that <p(0) — 0, <p(s) e [0, r[ and <p'(s) > h(s, (p(s)) in the interval [0, a], with
the exception of an at most denumerable set of values of s. Show that there is a solution
u of x' = /(/, x), defined in the open ball J of center /0 and radius a, taking its values in
S and such that u(tQ) = xq ; furthermore, in J, \\u(t) — xq\\ ^ <p(\t- /0|). (Use (10.5.5)
to prove that there is a largest open ball J0 of center r0, contained in Io, and in
which there is a solution v of x'=f(t,x), taking its values in S and such that
\\v(t) — xq\\^ cp(\t — /0|) in J0, and furthermore that solution is unique; use then the
mean value theorem to prove by contradiction that J c J0.)
(b) Suppose that H = E, and that there is a function h(z) > 0 defined, continuous and
r+0° dz
increasing in [0, +oo[, and such that        —- = +00, and that ||/(/, x)\\ ^ h(\\x\\) in
I0 x E. Show that every solution of x' =f(t, x) defined in a neighborhood of /0, is
defined in I0 (use (a)).
(c) If ||/(f, x)\\^ M in iq x S, then there exists a solution u of je' =/(f, x) in the
ball J of center /0 and radius inf(ff, r/M), taking its values in S and such that u to) = xq
(take h(s, z) = M). Suppose K = E = C, and a ^ r/M; show that, unless/is a constant,
there is an open ball J'=> J in which u can be extended to a solution of x' =/(/, x)
taking its values in S. (Observe that, due to the maximum principle (9.5.9), |«'(OI < M
for / e J; for any £ such that |£| = 1, consider the function w5(s) = w(/0 + £0; arguing
as in (10.5,5), prove that the assumptions of (10.5.5) are satisfied.) It is not possible to
take for the radius of J' a number depending only on <3, r and M, and not on/itself, as
the example/(r, x) = ((1 + x)/2)I/n (Section 9.5, Problem 8), with / = ;c0 = 0, a = r =
M = 1, shows (n arbitrary integer > 1).
7.   Let/be a real valued bounded continuous function in the open polydisk P: \t — tQ\ < a,
\x-xQ\<b  in R2,  and let M=  sup  |/(/,jt)|; let r = inf(*, b/M), and let 1 =
(r,jc)6P
]to — r,to + r[. Let <1> be the set of all solutions u of Jt'=/(f, *), defined in I,
taking their values in the open interval Jx0 — &, ^o H~ b[ and equal to x0 for t— t0; the
set <D is not empty (Problem 4(b)). For each r e I, let v(t, tQ, ^0) = inf u(t)9 w(t, tQ, x0) —
U6<D
sup u(t); show that v and w belong to ^> (Section 7.5, Problem 11); v (resp. w) is called the
U£<t>
minimal (resp. maximal) solution of x' — /(/, x) in I, corresponding to the point (/0, *o).
For each r e I, let £ = i?(r, t0, x0). Show that v(t, r, ^) = v(t, tQ, jc0) in an interval
of the form [r, r + /z[, if r > /0, of the form ]t — h,r]ifr< tQ (with h > 0). Conclude
that there is a largest open interval ]/i, /2[ contained in ]t0 — a, tQ + a[ and containing
/o, such that u(/, /0, *o) can be extended to a continuous function g defined in ]/i, t2[,
taking its values in ]x0 — b,x0+b[, and such that, for every tG]ti9t3.[9g(s)~
v(s, r, g(t)) in an interval of the form [/, t + h[ if / > tQ, of the form ]t - h, t] if t < t0
with h > 0). (If ^t is another such extension of v(t, t0, *o) in an interval ]t{, ti[9 show that
g and #1 coincide in the intersection of ]/i, /2[ and ]/J, /2[ by considering the l.u.b. (resp.
g.l.b.) of the points s in that intersection such that g and gi coincide in [/0, s[ (resp. in
]s-, t0]\ Furthermore, either /i = tQ - a (resp. t2 = /o + «), or ^(/! -f) « xq ± b (resp.

